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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO

THE

Registration draws out frustrations oveV
iack of oiass offerings and pre-requisites
Corina Borsuk
Chronicle Staff Writer
Near the end of every quarter,
along with research papers and
studying for finals, students have
the arduous task of deciding which
classes to take next quarter. This
often involves checking out the new
class schedule, meeting with aca
demic advisors and complaining
that the classes you want are not
offered when you want or not at all.
TTiis can be especially troubling for
students who need fffe-requisites to
begin upper-division course work.
Christina Panzeri, who is ma
joring in Liberal Studies, had this

ASP presents:

to say: "They don't offer a variety.
A lot of students have trouble be
cause classes aren't offered when
they need them. They need to have
a rotation of classes."
Sophomore Alma Osuna said,
"There's a lot of classes that have a
lot of hours, but classes that hardly
anyone takes are only offered once.
There needs to be at least three or
four sections and they need to be
more flexible."
English major Ruth Ann
Simpson had a different view. "For
the most part since I've been here,
I've been able to get the classes I
need. If something isn't offered
one quarter, it's usually offered the
next quarter."
Why such differing c^inions on

finding the classes you want? It
could be because each department
determines which classes, at what
times and how many sections of a
class they will offer each quarter.
Since there are no set standards,
some departments offer classes at
more varying times than others and
they use everything from set plans
to near guess work to decide.
Dr. Leo Connolly, Chair of the
Physics Dept., said that lower divi
sion physics classes are offered ev
ery year and every other year they
are offered at night. Upper division
pre-requisites are offer^ once ayear
and non pre-requisites are rotated.
Schedules of when each upper divi
sion class is offeredcan be obtained
through advisors, these schedules

are guarantees of when classes will
be offered. The Philosophy De
partment has a similar system with
arigid twoyear plan of when classes
will be offered during which quar
ters.
Math Chair Dr. Jeffery McNair
explained, "[Class schedules] are
based on an Upper Division two
year plan given to all math majors."
G.E.S in math are offered every
quarter and classes that are pre
requisites for classes in other de
partments are scheduled based on
the needs of that department. The
math department does try to ac
commodate all students by offering
classes in the day one quarter and at
night the next.
Dr. Craig Monroe, Communi

cations, schedules classes on the
basis of anticipated demand. The
department does try to offer mul
tiple sections ofpre-requisite courses
each year and other courses are
taught in rotation. "We try to plan
for where students are, what they
need, and what progress is needed.
The problem is we don't have ac
cess to the information we need to
plan for students."
So in the end, the best way to get
the classes you need may be to
contact the department of your ma
jor and ask them how they schedule
classes. Also, voice your opinion.
Let people know what classes you
need and what times are best for
you. If enough people speak up,
maybe things will change.

Festivities in the Rock and Roii bowi offer
chances for students of CSUSB to win big
Brian Lees
Managing Editor
Associated Students Productions,
in association with the Student
Union Program Board, presented
the "Rock and Roll Bowl" in the
Student Union courtyard on the
morning of November 17.
The festivities included a draw
ing for a 1995 Ford Mustang, com
pact disc giveaways, and various
contests, including a "Jeopardy"
challenge in which three teams of
two students competed for points
(and prizes) by attempting to an
swer rock and roll trivia questions.
The event also had several cor
Photo by: Brian Lees, Managing Editor

porate sponsors, including the Sci- want thousands of dollars to appear
fi Channel, Ford Motor Co., Roll at this campus and play a set. These
ing Stone Magazine, Aiwa Elec guys [the corporate sponsors] did
tronics, and 1-800-CoIlect. ASP all of this [the "Rock and Roll
Chair John Livacich was very Bowl"] for free. How can you beat
pleased \^th the coqx)rate partici that? I wish we could have more
pation.
situations like this."
"This is really neat," said
And judging by the reactions of
Livacich, "Because all these com the approximately 75 people gath
panies were nice enough to come ered around, so does the student
out here for free and do this for the body.
students."
"It was really interesting," said
This is highly unusual for ASP, Sam Stager, a student who partici
since most of the events they pro- pated on one of the "Jeopardy"
duceare very costly. Livacich cited teams. "Although the game show
ASP's attempts to get major bands host needed to be better organized,
to play on the campus as a prime it was still fun. I hope that they have
example.
more stuff like this in the future."
"This band, Wild Pony," he said,
holding up a photograph. "They
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Letters to the Editor
is no radio frequency, just on
scarce staff of writers and
I have, especially when Mr.
Bluntly, the layout of The
editorial staff that does its best line at the Student Union. We
Gilpin was editor, is that the
Chronicle looks like @#$%. I
just run them like we get them.
with what it has to give. I
don* t know what kind of "graphic overall political slant of The
I am writing you because I
In regards to the A&E
Chronicle is far too liberal and
personally have been very
artist" you are, Mr. Heckler, but
think The Chronicle [stinks] and
pages,
concerts have been
left
wing.
I'm
not
suggesting
that
proud of the way that each
I have plenty of gripes about it, so one thing is sure, you sure as hell
the
newspaper
become
a
total
covered
in three out of five
don't have a degree or major in
edition has turned out, espe
through the miracle of technol
conservative,
right-wing
voice
papers and each writer has
cially after many all-nighters
ogy, I'm about to vent. I dare you that area. If you do, you have my
(although that would be cool), but
developed their own style for
pity,
as
you're
gonna
get
zero
putting it together with only a
to print this.
that you should keep it more in
work
after
you
graduate.
One
the critique of the music and
First off, the name. "The
few people here. Yes, I will
the middle and report the stories
thing
The
Chronicle
could
use
is
a
movies that they cover.
Chronicle" has got to go. It's just
give you a few words in
without any kind of political
good redesign from the ground
; a little similar to that well-known
As for any political slant of
response to your reaction—
up. Half of its appeal is visual. If slant. There are more conserva
college paper, The Chronicle of
the
paper, I have felat that the
"Get Involved!"
tives out there in your audience
you got people to look at it,
: Higher Education. Who picked
staff
has done a good job at
than you think, even on college
For your first complaint,
maybe they would read it. If it
1 that? Duh.
keeping major slants out and
campuses, which are the bastions
the name has been changed
looks like @#$%, no one will
Next, I have some choice
not allowing them to get into
of
political
correctness.
many times, but The
want to read it. Simple market
words for Terry Rizzo, acting
And
speaking
of
PC,
those
their writing, except in the
ing. Mr. Gilpin's work for
Chronicle was chosen a few
J director of SSD, regarding the
articles
like
"Women's
Issues
of
commentary, which is what it
"Imagination, Ink." is equally
years ago in order to give the
: quote on the cover of the Novemthe '90s" have got to go, unless
sorry.
"Student
Union
Graphic
is there for. Yes, I do realize
i ber 2 issue. If you forgot it, here
newspaper a more profes
you're gonna run articles like
Design
Service,"
my
[butt].
It's
that there are many conserva
^ it is: "People don't realize that
sional touch.
"Men's Issues of the '90s" along
desktop
publishingby
someone
tives out there, but you seem to
i those safety rails are NOT there
Next, the rails are therefor
side of'em. That ad on the back
who knows nothing about what
; so they can tie their bikes to
forget that you cannot force
those who need them to assist
of The Chronicle, "Vote for
they are doing.
i them." Well, where the hell are
political beliefs on anyone
them into the buildings. It
Kathleen Brown" isjust whatl'm
Next, that ad for Zeta Tau
we gonna tie up our bikes since
else. The news stories themself
talking about-Uberalism at it's
would not be that easy to get
Alpha. It says "Fraternity for
the administration took out all the
have had no political slant,
finest (unfortunately). Yeah, I
into a building during those
Women." Silly me, I thought
bike parking? Oh yeah, except
know
it's
a
paid
ad
by
the
fraternities
were
for
men;
great Santa Ana winds keeping only commentary.
I for in front of University Hall—
(California
Faculty
Association,
Men's issues of the ninetiessororities
were
for
women.
I
you out if there was no one to
; there's paricing there. Like I'm
but
still.
Our
tuition
money
taxes
know,
I
know,
that's
nothing
that
please,
write me an aricle that
? gonna park it there and walk two
assist you. And by the way, a
probably
funded
it.
is
the
fault
of
the
paper,
but
the
ad
discusses these issues and it
i miles aaoss campus to my class,
ramp is not a ramp. There are
Now if you dare to print this, I
is stupid and must be maligned in
i And speaking of those rails, why
will be run right along with
certain inclines which are too
I were they installed anyway? The some way for it's obvious idiocy. don't want some @#$%** high
the Woman to Woman.
difficult to get up when you
school response like, "Well, if
Thanks for printing the
V old ramps seemed just fine to me.
The ad for Kathleen Brown
are confined to a wheelchair.
you don't like it, let's see you do
schedule for the "Static Radio"
; I mean, hey, a ramp is a ramp.
ad,
we just run the ads that
better." And here's why: it's not Please, may I just say that you
lineup. Now I can listen to
{ Not much you can do to improve
people
pay for, if it is our
about me. It's about you produc
need some basic empathy and
"alternative" all day long. Can't
^ on the of inclined plane. The
tuition moneies going towards
ing a paper for the students that
understanding for what these
anyone come up with a more
point is: install bike parking all
they
want
to
pick
up
and
read.
it, it is not for us to address it,
original description for their
instruments are for, and bike
over campus so you will encour
I'm
giving
you
feedback.
I
think
but you the voter of the
I'm
not
gonna
listen
if
it
show?
racks are not it.
age those that can to ride their
it
[stinks],
and
here's
why.
just says "alternative." That
American public.
bikes. The aforementioned quote
The Heckler's Comer is a
That's it
could mean literally 20 different
In general, sir, I feel as
is just a slap in the face to those
place for Mr. Heckler to say
kinds of music nowadays. And
of us who do ride. Enough of
though
your complaints in all
what he feels are problems in
Sincerely,
what's the frequency, Kenneth?
' this-on to gripe#3.
reality were written at the
the area. Now if people would
Your Secret Admirer,
The Heckler's Comer. Now at You didn't print it. How am I
level below the one which you
heed
his
pleas
for
ideas,
Frank Castle
supposed to tune in if 1 don't
first, I thought this column would
were afraid that would re
maybe we would have less
know where it is on the dial?
be pretty cool: a guy talking a lot
comments about the repititious spond to you, but esentially,
That is, if I could get it anywhere
Dear Mr. Castle,
of @#$% about stuff on campus.
you sound like a person who
things that we can do nothing
besides the Student Union.
Well, he kind of does, but he's
will always complain but
Seriously, I don't think I can even
about. But what the heck, a
kind of a wuss at the same lime.
To begin with, I would like
never put the energy in to
One thing I'm really tired of is his get it in the parking lot.
gripe is a gripe, now isn't it?
to commend you for taking the
The "Arts and Entertainment"
make it better. Too bad that
complaints about the status of
In
means
of
the
graphic
time out of your busy schedule
section is boring. I don't need a
some can complain but will
University Paikway's potholes. I
design of the paper, this
to write this letter for our
• know they're bad, but Cal State is term paper describing the latest
not resolve. This is a paper for
newspaper is not placed here
readers to see. Not many
Cranberries album, which is not
not responsible. Call tiie San
the students and we have
others have had the courage to as a magazine, but a newspa
worth the ink. If you're gonna
! Bernardino City council or
produced one that the school
per. Honestly, that is exactly
something. The column is boring review it, keep it short and review actually write their opinion of
in gemeral can e proud of. I
what we have given you in
more stuff with a more critical
the paper this quarter and let
and he rehashes a lot of subjects.
feel as though your complaints
design, minus a few photos.
eye. And cover some concerts or
the editorial staff know what
Come up with a new gimmick,
are unjustified and a bit off,
Mr.
Heckler
and
Mr.
Gilpin
do
something. It's boring, Sidney.
pal. Get mean and nasty on usthey thought.
but I felt they should be
There are practically no photos
the best with the equipment
; make it interesting. Start some
In response to your com
addressed anyways.
in here; the ones that are, [stink].
controversy.
that we have.
plaints, let me explain a few
I've seen better done with one of
Michelle A. Vandraiss
Speaking of Mr. Heckler, I
In means of the frequency to
things. First off, this is a
those disposable cameras.
noticed he is the "graphic artist"
Editor in Chief •
•
•
Static Radio, currently, there
college newspaper with a very
Next,
an
overall
complaint
that
of yo''j sorry newsp^r.
Dear Chronicle,

CHRONICLR

Commentary

Heckler's
Comer Family Values a Bunch of Hot Air
Joe Coyote Returns:

heckler (heeler) n. One who badgers
with questions, comments or gibes.
Syn. see BAIT.

Brian Lees

Bv Jeremy Heckler

Managing Editor

Well, folks, I have news for you this week
that will make most of you scream with
applause. The news that you have been wait
ing for all year is that I will no longer be your
cheerfully cynical columnist. All I can say is
th^ you guys have wwn me out with your
lack of support for this column.
Maybe the fact that your support for this
newspaper in general hasleft something to be
desired, as I have been confronted again and
again with how bad this paper is. Well, if
we're so bad, then why doesn't anybody do
anything about it? If we're so bad, why is it
that somany people read us every two weeks
and make it profitable enough for our adver
tisers tokeep placing ads in the paper? I'11 tell
you why: because you're all infatuated with
the idea of having a school ne wsp^r and the
fact that it's there, never questioning how it
got there but how it looks or what's in it
The people who put together this paper
have spent most of their school lives working
on the p^r. I personally have been here on
some nights until 2am. Believe me when you
get to being here that long you'll do just about
anything to be done, maybe even mkce a deal
with the devil. I don't remember doing that,
but you know on one of those nights, I just
might have. These are also the times when
you actually question your allegiance to the
paper or even why the Beatles broke up.
This isn't exactly an advertisement for the
I»per, besides I'm trying to leave it. What I do
mean to say is that these people who woik
here do as much as they can with the added
distracticms of school, and some sort of per
sonal life. If any one of you out there can
actually berate what we do here without ever
having walked a mile in our shoes, then you
have no right to question how we do what we
do, when we do it.
Before I leave,I dohave one more campus
gripe, and it goes cmce again to the wonderful
system known as TRACS. The system once
again succeeded to frustrate most of us in the
last two weeks with the removal of the add
function. Several groups of students found
th^ when they called at 8:00 in the morning
and finally m^e it through the system, there
was no way to get any classes. What amazes
me is how something like this happens every
time registration comes up. I mean I've fi
nally come to grips with the long wait to get
into the system and the time it takes to listen
to "Please hold on," but it would seem that by
now, they would have gotten the glitches
fixed.
That would seem to be all, forever. That is
such a fmal term, as I hoped it would be. Just
because I'm leaving, though, doesn't mean
th^ you should even think about supporting
the paper. Hey, why stopagood thing? Hope
fully you could actually try to help one of the
campus's major news sources slay afloat be
cause the purpose of the p^r has always
been about informing the public. Good luck
and see you on the other side.

Joe Coyote had an exciting trip around the
United Statesduring the three weeks since his
last report. In addition to his usual trip to
Sacramento, Joe also visited Riverside, At
lanta, and Washington D.C. to bring us the
latest inside story of the recent elections.
When he returned to us, his sad, tired eyes
told it all. As we pulled the burrs from his
mangy coat, scratchedhis tummy, and fed him
the cold, moldy pizza and Mountain Dew we
keep in the refrigerator down in The Chronicle
workroom, Joe gave us the latest scoopon the
recent Republican takeover.
"Well, folks," he started off with a yawn,
"It looks as though the Republican concept of
'family values' has taken the country by storm.
And, upon first glance, these 'family values'
^pear to be a formidable opponent to anyone
not religiously reciting the party dogma. But,
after a closer look, I found that many of the
strongest prc^nents of 'family values' actu
ally have the least of these so-called values."
At fnst, we rolled our eyes at the thought of
those infamous wordS""family values"—
which have no true standard definition. But
then we were interested in bearing this hypoc
risy twist in the storyline.
"After seeing the election results for my
self while I was in Sacramento, I decided to
find out more about these self-proclaimed
czars of family values. I began lo^y in our
sister city of Riverside.
"While in Riverside, I examined two races
in which 'family values' Republicans had
been declared winners. The first race was for
U.S. Representative in the43rd Congressional
EHstrict, in which a Republican (Ken Calvert)
who was caught having sex with a prostitute
won simply because he accused the Demo
cratic candidate (Mark Takano) of being a
homosexual. In this case, 'family values'
means it's okay to sleep with a prostitute
because at least it proves he's heterosexual.
"The second case was the race for state
senator of the the 36th Senatorial District, in
which a Republican (Ray Haynes) who di
vorced a wife he allegedly battered senseless
handily defeated his Democratic opponent
(Kay Ceniceros).
"But, unfortunately, this hypocrisy is not
exclusively a local phenomena. Where you
see a lot of hot air, you follow the trail. Well,
the trail led to Atlanta. It was there in the
library at the intersection Peachtree and
Carnegie streets that I uncovered the dark past
of the loud-mouth-of-the-century. Newt
Gingrich.
"It all started when good ol' Newt married
his high school math teacher when he turned
19. According to L.H. Carter, Newt's
formercampaign treasurer. Newt decided to
divorce his wife, and approached Carter about
the idea. When Carter objected. Newt said,
'The bottom line is, she isn't young enough
or pretty enough to be the wife of the presi

dent of the United States. Besides, she's
got cancer.' Newt even served the divorce
papers to his wife the day after she had
surgery for uterine cancer. She threw him
out of the room."
We all gasped at the thought of a man
who had promoted "family values" so
strongly in his ad campaigns, yet had acted
so coldly towards his ex-wife. Needless to
say, we all cheered when we heard that she
threw the scumbag out.
"But the trail does not stop there," Joe
continued. "It goes on into our nation's
capital, where about half of the
congresspeople who claim membership in
the 'family values' party have few, if any, of
these values.
"Whether it be 90-year-old South Caro
lina Senatw Strom Thurmond's refusal to
pay alimony and support to his 45-year-old
ex-wife and their four children, or Texas
Representative Bill Archer's 'AModestProposal' to put the children of the indigent in
'foster care' (a euphemism for orphanages)
and to deny benefits to unwed mothers
(which would increase the number of babies
found in trash cans), the Republican con
cept of 'family values' appears to be a
hypocritical bag of flatulence."
These seemed like such strong words,
especially coming from a thin, furry
quadroped. Nevertheless, his point was
made very strongly. But, whatweall wanted
to know was, what did all of this have to do
with the students of our campus?
"Well," Joe replied. "Most of the stu
dents on our campus have families of some
sort. They need to be concerned about who
they elect on the basis of 'family values,'
because those who often appear to have the
strongest of such values, are merely paying
lip service to their constituents:~It's Uke the

See Joe Coyote, page 4
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^ Off the Editor's
Desk
By Michelle Vandraiss

Transition is a strange thing for all of us. It
is something that causes distress in many of
us, since it leads us into new and unknown
territory. These transitions can be anything
from a new year to new relationships t^t are
developing. All in all, it is a scary thing, but it
is also very good for all of us.
In these final thoughts that I leave you for
this quarter, I see the need for transition in all
aspects of life and not letting change scare
you. Many of us are afraid of even new
classes, let alone new relationships. As we
welcome 1995,1 think of the transitions that
need to be made. Even the government will be
entering amajor transition in which Congress
will have to welcome many new Republicans
to their new seats and majority among their
perspective roles. This change has brought
out many concerns of the American public as
to how the current leaders will work with
these newcomers.
It is the need for us, as their constituents, to
let these leaders know exactly what we want
in order to see success instead of gridlock in
Congress. Being an active part of the political
process will enable for these new and old
leaders to know what we, the citizen, want
and expect of them.
Another transition that you will see is the
change of editorial staff. That's right, this
editor has opted to hand it over to people who
I have the utmost confidence in. Fear not, I
intend on staying part of the process myself
by continuing to write fw the paper, but
others must take the control of the leadership
of the paper to assure a fresh look to enter
these pages.
I wish you all the best of luck as you each
enter into your own special transition. Just
allow yourself to be receptive to any change
that occurs and go with the flow of the adjust
ments that will need to be made. I hope the
new year will be greeted with enthusiasm
over ^e new things that are going to happen
|n your life, for it is coming to your life soon^
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Joe Coyote (cont'd from page 3)
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parent who consistently drinks al
cohol in front of their kids, but
doesn't want them to drink at alldon't do as I do, but do as I say.
"These self-proclaimed czars of
'family values' willbemakingmany
important decisions over the next
few years, like deciding whether or
not to slash your parents' or grand
parents' social security benefits,
whether or not to introduce a re
vised 'Family Leave Bill'—which
was vetoed by George Bush, the
'champion of family values,' and
whether or not the families of work
ers displaced by irrational Republi
can supply-side economics and
'corporate welfare* should be al
lowed to subsist on extended unem
ployment benefits.
"These decisions will directly

affect those students who
havefamilies. If these individuals
don't really have the 'family val
ues' they claim to have-and inevi
tably, that's usually the case-then
the voters who put them in office
need to be aware that the interests
of the families who don't fit into the
'rich, elite, andprivileged' category
will be forgotten and ignored. It is
time for those who are doing all the
preaching to either practice what
they preach, or shut up and leave
town."
And with those very strong
words, Joe slipped off into the foot
hills behind our campus to begin
hibernating, being very careful to
avoid the ever-pesent nuisance of
several construction crews.

Joe Coyote wants to wish all CSUSB students a
happy holiday season and a joyous new year.
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Carmela Cosio, AMA President
Daisy B. Dizon

honorable recognition by CSUSB,
being the recipient of the 19921993 "Outstanding Leader of the
Year" award.
Highly recognized as one of the
"I like being involved with cam
most involved students on campus, pus activities. I want to enrich my
Carmela Cosio is quite busy this self and become a holistic person. I
year as the president of the y^eri- don't want to limit myself to just
can Marketing Association, student academics; I love to meet people
advisor to the International Student and I desire to help them," Cosio
Associaticm, and amember of Circle said.
K, Newman Catholic Fellowship,
Known as "a kickback, people
and SIFE "Students in Free Enter person," Cosio said that she enjoys
prise."
creative arts, singing, drawing, and
"Being involved with various playing the piano.
activities on campus provides an
As the current president of the
opportunity to en^ce leadership AMA, Cosio initiates programs,
skills and gain experience to use in acts as a student representative for
the work force," Cosio Said.
the faculty, and ensures that the
Cosio, a senior double majoring association is woiking as a team in
in Business Administration and obtaining their goals.
nursing, was previously the presi
The AMA focuses on enriching
dent of the International Student education and career opportunities
Association and the Student Nurs through activities and programs.
ing Association. She has received
For example, they invite profes

Copy Editor

sionals in the mailceting field to
speak to students.
"We plan to maximize mem
bership and benefits by enhancing
networking, professional and lead
ership skills among our members."
Cosio said.
On January 17th, the AMA will
sponsora"MarketingRoundTable"
event.S tudents will be able to speak
with various company representa
tives and ask questions.
"I want our club to shine this
year! We have already established
an awareness due to our publicity. I
want toencourage active participa
tion."
Cosio has a wide variety of
future career options, ranging from
nursing administration to public
relations. Whatever her end^vors
may be, she can approach any task
with confidence due to her talents
and practical experience.
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NSE providing new experiences for CSUSB
Brian Lees
Managing Editor
For students seeking an
opportunity to widen their
educational horiztms there is the
National Student Exchange
program.
What is NSE? NSE is an
opportunity for students from
CSUSB to go to other campuses
throughout the United States at
CSUSB's tuition rate, in exchange
for students from other states
coming to CSUSB at their home
state's tuition rate.
Since being founded in 1968,
NSE has successfully placed more

than
40,000
students
(approximately 97% of all
applicants) nationwide for
exchange. This year alone,
approximately 3,000 students
nationwide will take advantage of
the bargain of attending college in
another state without having to pay
the high out-of-state tuition.
According to Theron Pace,
CSUSBs coordinator for the NSE
jHOgram, approximately 35 students
areexchangedbetweenCSUSB and
(^er universities each year. Fortyfour states, the U.S. Virgin Islands,
Puerto Rico, and Guam are currently
participating in the program.

Full-time students who are in
their sophomore or junior years in
school and have a 2.5 cumulative
grade point average are eligible for
participation in the program.
"I am so excited to be here; it's
been an incredible, amazing
learning experience," says Claudia
Marroquin,
a
junior
communications major from
CSUSB who is currently attending
the University of Hawaii at Manoa.
"I'm really glad that I was able to
come because I've met really
interesting people from all over the
United States, and it's just neat the
way we've gotten to be good friends.

I now know people from New Yoik,
Massachusetts, Washington,!
Oregon, Colorado, Nortbernj
California, Hawaii, and so on."
All students who are interested!
in studying at a university in another
state for a maximum of one year
and a minimum of one quarter
should contact Mr. Pace at extension
3291 for more information and an!
NSE Directory of Exchange|
Opportunities.

He*s finding out
who's naughty or
nice—so be nice to fill
^ your holiday wishes.

EARN YOUR DEGREE IN LEADERSHIP
WITH THE MARINES

The Marine Corps Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) is adh^ce
to guarantee yourself a commission as a MARINE OFFICER
while still in collie.

PLC HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE:
Guaranteed employment after graduation
Guaranteed Law Programs
Guaranteed Pilot programs
Guaranteed challenge
Guaranteed leadership experience

Salary starting from $22,000 to $36,000
Summer jobs earning up to $2,600
Equal opportunity employment
>No on campus commitment
$100 monthly stipend available

Not everyone can be a Marine Officer. If you think
you have what it takes to be a leader of IVIarines,
call Captain Jones or Gunnery Sergeant Medina at
(909) 383-1130.

Corner
Lou MonvUle
Special to the Chronicle^
FrOTi the desk of the President:
Last spring, I ran for President
of Associated Students Incorporated
because I knew that students truly
had the power to control their own
destiny. We have influenced, and
are continuing toinfluence, change
here at CSUSB. Let me share with
you how our voices as students are
being heard, and how student in
volvement is changing the face of
CSUSB.
Studentinvolvementhas always
been the key to shared govemance
at our university. The campus has
given the open dow to taking partin
the decision-making process, and
we are taking full advantage of that
opportunity. The ASI Board of
Directors are doing excellent work,
fighting for the rights of all (]!SUSB
students on over twenty campuswide committees.
This group has worked on is
sues from expanded Health Center
hours to emergency student loans,
and have even taken the time to
help the campus Children's Center.
The hard-working Board members
will only be able to continue to
serve you well if you as students
keep them informed of what you
want and need. This type of student
involvement isso important to pro
tecting our rights as students.
How can we serve you better?
What services that we offer do you
feel need improvement or can be
eliminated? What programs would
you like to see us offer that we do
not? How can we better serve the
evening students? It is ASI's mis
sion to serve all students. This is a
mission that everyone in ASI is
committed to carrying out. Give us
your ideas and input, and we will
make your dreams a campus-wide
reality.
ASI has a very knowledgeable
and skilled team. From our Busi
ness Manager and Executive Sec
retary, to our Services Chair and all
of our many other program chairs,
not to forget all of our Finance
Board andcommittee members, ASI
has students and staff at every level
doing wonderful work for all stu
dents.
ASI is an awesome team to be a
part of. I am very proud to repre
sent this organization and all
CSUSB students, to the commu
nity and to the state, as the premier
student body in California! Come
by our offices in the Student Union
and get involved in ASI! We all
have something to benefit from your
involvement!
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Issues of the Nineties
Sheryl Mathis

obtain her degree. It wasn't until
she attended her son's graduation
Chronicle Staff Writer
from college that she then realized
what actions needed to be taken in
On the CSUSB campus, there her life.
are a variety of students that attend
J udi expressed a tearful moment
school. In this week's column, The in her life, when she went down to
Chronicle goes into the life of one congratulate her son on his accom
unique woman who is a re-entry plishments, and he proceeded to
student returning to school. Judi place his graduation cap on his
Wood is in her fifties and, along mom's head. Judi knew that it was
with handling the responsibilities lime for her to sit back and evaluate
of school, she also tends to her her feelings on going back to school.
family.
Judi also touched on the fact
Judi is majoring in the field of that when she makes a commit
Information Management, then will ment, like going back to school, she
go on to pursue a master's degree in feels that it is a commitment to be
Library Science. Library Science kept. Judy likes going to CSUSB
is an area where an individual spe because she feels comfortable here.
cializes in librarywork such as abili She also likes the fact that there are
ties to work hands-on with the li- mixed ages that attend CSUSB and
iMnry computer, helping students in likes meeting a variety of students.
research, and working in all areas Judi left me with some positive
of the library.
feelings about school.
In the fall of 1993, Judi started
"I like being back in the learn
at CSUSB and will continueschool ing environment," she said, "Be
for another two years to complete cause I truly enjoy learning, and I
her bachelor's degree. In 1983, cannot seem to get enough of it."
Judi completed her two-year de
gree at Chaffey Community Col
Age Discrimination
lege in the field of accounting. She
graduated with a 4.0 CPA and was
There is a new issue that has
the valedictorian of her class.
been brought to the "undercover
The problems that Judi has ex woman's" attention, so it must be
perience while attending CSUSB addressed! According to one stu
include not being able to get finan dent on campus, we have some age
cial aid and finding it hard in the job discrimination going on in various
wOTld for an employer to hire her areasofthecampus. Itbeginsinthe
part time for two days a week while administration offices, where stu
attending school.
dents fill out an application to at
However, on the positive side of tend CSUSB.
things, Judi has worked for close to
There is a section in the appli
a year in thecomputer lab for two to cation where the school wants to
tluee days a week on the CSUSB know the source of your parents'
campus. According to Judi, the income. If you are over the age of
computer lab gives her the ability to 30, th2U question should not ^ply
help people, which is what she truly to that to that particular age catloves to do.
eeorv.
There were some special mo PLAN F
LOL'TJ*
H \il'.
ments that Judi shared with me.
»«tM
On*
KlfCHFN
BefOTC Judi started at CSUSB, she
On*
4M Sq. fT
was working long hours as an ac
I w*twi
countant, but she knew that some SNjny
day she would return to school and
/

L
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According toCharleen Mitchell,
she was asked the same question
three times, and after the third re
quest was sent by mail, she called
and spoke to a secretary in the ad
ministration office and asked them
why they needed to know this par
ticular piece of information. She
felt that this type of questioning was
a violation of her privacy.
The response that Charleen re
ceived was that it is for the purposes
of university fundraising. At a later
date, the school calls the student's
parents and indicates that they un
derstand that their young adult son/
daughter attends CSUSB. Then, of
course, they would ask the parent
what they would like to give as a
donation towards the university.
In Charieen's case, she is 47
years old, her mother is in her sev
enties, andherfatherrecentlypassed
away, so the school indicated that
they would not bother her parents.
However, this is just one case of
age discrimination, and there are
other situations that go on daily in
other parts of the campus. Accord
ing to Charleen, it is from a broad
range of people that includes fac
ulty, staff, and students.
Students who are age 25 anc
younger have caused Charleen to
feel what she terms "reverse age
discriminati(Hi", because she finds
that when she is in class presenting
her topic, there is no respect from
the younger students. It is then that
she feels that they are very "imma
ture" and show no sense of values
towards older students or others.
Charleen has noticed a
difference between younger students
at the university system versus stu
dents at the communitycollege sys
tem in how students treat each other
in class.
On the other hand, if we look at
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understanding what those values
mean to each and every individual
in the world. Ageisanartofliving.
In order for everyone to overcome
age discrimination, I think we all
need a course in sensitivity train
ing."
The "course" to which Charleen
refers should be taught to society,
so that individuals learn to respect
each other as a whole and give
positive reinforcement loeach other.
If we at CSUSB took the time to
reach out to one another just one
step more, then faculty, staff, and
students of all ages would feel to
getherness towards every person
that was encountered. We need to
start with the sensitivity of age and
make people think! Until next time,
please keep in touch and the under
cover woman will unveil more intmuing stories to CSUSB readers!

SM BdM. CA9S407

iV-

2 bedrooms from $435.00

the age discrimination by faculty,
Charleen feels that it often occurs
with younger teachers. She fell the
discrimination towards her when
she had to complete an oral history
documentary on someone else's life
in five minutes, and that was all the
lime that she would be given to
complete the project.
According to Charleen, the
teacher did not understand that
thevalidity of an oral history on an
older person simply could not be
done in five minutes. Mainly this
was because no one would under
stand the roots of this person or be
able to feel the experience of what
the older person went through.
"We need tostart validating our
age and who we are now," she said.
"Everyone can acquire knowledge
and learn through the experience of
just listening to older people and

295 East Caroline
San Bernardino^ Ca

Just South of I-10 off Waterman
Behind Family Fitness

909-824-5444
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Freewrite:

Great Expectations:

Horrors of Finals

The Search for the next Great
American Rock Band, Part One
Jon Lyons
Entertainment Editor
I was sitting at hcxne Thursday
evening contemplating two very
vital questions to all great music
aitics. One, dopeoplereally watch
"Baywatch" for the plot? Two,
where have all the great American
rock bands gone?
I know, I know, you're all say
ing, but what about Nirvana, Pearl
Jam, and the rest of the Seattle
CTew? What I'm talking about are
the bands and musicians that de
fined the American Spirit a long
time ago, people like Neil Young;
Crosby, Stills, and Nash; Paul
Simon; Jimi Hendrix; and The
Velvet Underground. These were
musicians who defined their
generation' s sound and outlook on
life. Their music was full of life
and imagery that made you feel
connected with that person's feel
ings and thoughts. Why can't the
bands of today make music that
good?
So having pondered this ques
tion for a few minutes (and pon
dered the "Baywatch" dilemma for
aconsiderably longer time...), I set
out to answer this burning ques
tion. My first stop was to be a tiny
club in Los Angeles called the Roxy
to see a band called Grant Lee
Buffalo. Allegedly, they had ail
the makings of a true Ammcan
band. However, I wasn't quite

convinced until I saw them live. Then
I would judge for myself.
Friday evening arrived and my
trusty concert companion Sfott and
moiner car (mine
Ilclimt>eamu)iny
climbed into my mother's

Michelle Vandraiss
Editor in Chief

band from L.A., has won consider
able praise by other critics for its
new album, "Mighty Joe Moon."
Its songsare generally acoustic in
nature, with touches of organ and
ingofleadsingerGrantLeePhUlips,

Next Oeat Amencan band. On the most .bands
^
who subscribe to this
way, Scottinformedme that we were formula usually come off weak
to pick up two friends of his who when performing live.
were going to show as well. I took
Scott and I stood around listen
this as encouragement that I'm not ing in on conversations from the
the only one who has ever heard of selloutcrowd. Thenallofasudden,
this band. I grumbled a little, but
the lights went out and the band hit
agreed to pick them up:- Three hours the stage. Needless to say, I was
later, we arrived at his friends' house. shocked. This band rocks! The
After the Gilligan's Island style opening number, "Sing Along"
voyage (you know, the three hour packed a sonic bunch that brought
tour), we fmally arrivedat the Roxy. the song to life and resembled an
The Roxy, for those of you not fa q)en invitation for the crowd to
miliar
—~ .with the
T' Sunset
' — Strip
„ J* and. its join in. The band mixed the tempo
m^d of clubs, is asmall d»veat the
fasterpacednumbers from
end of the street. It is located just
^^one Star
down the road from The Whiskey a Song" and "Happiness" with melGO-(JO, the club where the Doors got lowCT works from this album and
their start. The Roxy is tiny and their debut, "Fuzzy."
smokey; apparently this is a prCTeqAmong the highlights were a
uisite for a club in L.A. As we tremendous reworking of the ten
entered, theopening act. Giant Sand, der "Mockingbirds" with bassist
was tearing through their set with Paul Kimble adding a gentle organ
considerable restraint. The lead that deftly replaced the usual bass
singer was standing
^ roughly seven line, and a spirited take on "Fuzzy,"
feet tall and singmg ma high-pitched,
crowd joined with youthnasal whme thatma^ my skm crawl.
exuberance as Phillips yelped in
Not that Giant Sand was bad or any- flasetto
voice. The band closed
thing; it just was the answCT to the the set with a somber version of
American Rock question that was "Last Days of Tecumseh" with
iK)w tearing my mind to shreds.
Phillips donning abanjo, giving the
Grant Lee Buffalo, a three piece song a down-home quality that it
lacked. The band left to a rousing
ovation from the highly apprecia
tive audience, (yours truly in
cluded).
So for the time being, American
rock and roll is safe and sound in the
hands of Grant Lee Buffalo.
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Finals time once more. Coffee,
sugar, coffee, sugar. The cycle
begins once more for a horrendous
week of grueling time hitting the
books, taking the test and hitting
the books once more, takingmaybe
fourhourstosleepandeateachday.
.-VKA.U.ISU.EOFU,E<,U^R.
I really hate this time of the quarter.
You never are really prepared and
really don't know what you are
going to do in order to make that
grade that you are striving for. It is
at times like these that I think of all
those cruel things that seem to
happen in the final days of the
quarter.
The fu-st final week nightmare
is doing that last paper, seeing it all
form on the computer screen right
before it is all done. Then, all of a
sudden, poof, right before your eyes,
it all disappears! Even worst,it is all
done and the computer refuses to
finish theordeal by not printing due
to one of those infamous computer
glitches. Thoughts of getting a
sledge hammer and approaching
that same dam computer and giving
it that ultimatum, "Print or die!!!"
Or what about those classes
where you have that comprehensive
final?
What
exactly
is
comprehensive anyway? Does that
mean that within a fifty question
test that there will be a question on
each chapter's major points? Take
into consideration that each chapter
has about fifty point in itself, so it is
a game of Russian Roulette on
which one point that it will be that
you will fmd on the test Even worse
yet, that comprehensive final that
consists of all essay questions in
which you have no idea what the

children's

& Consignrmnt
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majorpoint theiHofessor wants you
to bring out of the entire quarter!
Now that I think of it, how many
of you really hate that concept for
the 9:20 a.m. class you have takes
its final at 8:00 a.m.! I thought the
whole concept of having a class at
9:20 was to avoid being here on
campus by the aweful hour of 8
o' clock in the moming! I know that
we all need that extra hour to get
here in the moming after being up
all night working on some
assignment or another.
Now that we have had all the
pre-test nightmares, don't forget
sA>out during the test!
Take for example that test that
comes around that is a close
immitation of War and Peace ?
These things give me the hives as I
sit and think of all the things that I
never imagined would be on this
one comprehensive test. Keep in
mind that you only have one hour
and fifty minutes to take this test. I
think luck would be mine if I made
it to page 599 of 1000 within this
test.
Not only do we have thoselong
test created by some sadistic
professor, there are always those
teachers who have that oh, so
distracting habit of somehow
knowing whenyou have completely
lost yourself in the test and have
achieved optimum concentration
power. Right at this time, it always
seems that there is a mistake or
correction to mention out loud and
scaring the entire class out of this
mode of test taking.
Outof all the nightmares, Ithink
the worst is the part when you know
everything that you need to know
for that CMie last fmal you are taking
and your mind tums completely
blank. No ifs ands or buts about it,
there is no more brain power at
these moments to conjure up any
thought of creativity or intellect
No matter how long you think at
these moments, the best you can
hope for is mercy of the multiple
choice answers.
But, knowing the great students
that each and every one of you here
at Cal State must be to make their
way into this fme institution, these
nightmares never occur to any of
you I hope. But, when in case they
do, remember this nice little thought,
"Relax, release." Always bring with
you loads of caffine, sugar and
chocolate for those extreme cases
and let the ultimate victory of seeing
the final results come out with
resounding sounds of success, you
can relax, knowing you have four
weeks to not be a student! Good
Luck!!

Movie Review:

The Chronicle

The Chronicle does A Double Take
on"Interview with a Vampire"

Jeremy Rowley: An

Melissa Pinion
Chronicle staff writer
Ob no, not another one. Ever
sinceDracula, there has been "Fright
Night," "The Lost Boys,""Salem's
Lot," "Buffy the Vampire Slayer,"
"Bram Stoker's Dracula," and now,
as this movie genre grows larger
and larger like acancerous growth,
there is yet another bloody addition
to the family.
"Interview with the Vampire,"
(based on the Anne Rice novel of
the same tide), the latest demon
spawn, succeeds at breaking all of
the previous rules and characteris
tics of the vampire, while maintain
ing dignified seriousness for the
balance of the film.
The viewer is swept briskly back
to the year 1791, as Louis (Brad
Pitt) narrates his story to a nicotine
hungry reporter (Christian Slater).
Louis is left with a life supposedly
not worth living after the death of
his wife and daughter. As Louis
strolled the moonlit waters of New
Orleans, he met Lestat (Tom
Cruise). As he is taken by the
hungry bite of Lestat, they ascend
up\yard and upward in an angry
CTescendo having no pity on the
soul. Ah, yes! I had more faith in
Mr. Cruise than did Ms. Rice (after
all, she had Rutser Hauer in mind
when she wrote the book).
As she would later admit, how
ever, she was wrong.
Lestat (unlike Bram Stoker's
Dracula) doesn't even pretend to be
anythingbutpureanimal. Anddon't
let his golden locks fool you.
Lestat's blood runs as cold as his
twisted humor falls flat.
Louis (a vampire by this point)
turns out to be a vampire with the
"morality of a man." As he refuses
to take the life of a human being for
his own survival, he lives off of the
blood of rats and chickens.
Finally, he found a new daughter-the vampire way. Claudia, the
girl bitten by Louis, is both radiant
and spunky. She almost seems to
upstage Brad Pitt at times, but with
the presence of Tom Cruise, the
focus never slays in the same place

(

for long.
The movie then takes a slight
turn tomake sure the viewers aren' t
getting entirely too nauseous by
showing Lestat dancing with
Claudia's plague-stricken dead
mother. However, this type of hu
mor may not appeal to most be
cause 1) It is a bit too demented,
and 2) It really isn't that funny
anyway. Fortunately, the movie's
tone gets back on track as quickly
as it detoured.
As mentioned earlier, Rice's
vampires are a breed all their own.
All of the old rules (the crucifix, the
light, and the classic stake throught
the heart) are thrown out. These
blood-suckers are vulnerable to
burning, being drained of too much
blood, and drinking the blood of a
dead person.
"Interview" also distorts the typi
cal theme where the man kills
thevampire in the end. It is Louis,
unable to follow the ways of his
maker, who attempts several times
to destroy Lestat.
The movie also deviates from
its predecessors' romantic route.
Though there are several episodes
of companionship that take on al
most a hint of homosexuality, Neil
Jordan's film doesn't paint a pretty
picture here. There is no lost and
subsequently reborn love, and cer
tainly no waltzes in the candlelight.
Instead. Louis shoots out to Paris
with his daughter and searches for
others of his kind. It is here that he
finds Armand (Antonio Banderas),
the oldest vampire of his kind.
When Louis realizes that he is still
dissatisfied with the answers he is
given, he destroy's Armand's en
tire clan of vampires. This scene
contains effects that could putmany
renowned horror films to shame.
In effect, "Interview with the
Vampire" is a refreshing new look
at an old and decaying genre. Not
only has it been long-awaited by
Rice fans everywhere, but it re
lieves viewers of an old and some
what recycled plot. However, this
one may leave abubbling feeling in
your stomach. Blood isn't for ev
eryone, and this movie definitely
has more of it than any other I have
ever seen.
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Brian Lees

Special to the Chronicle
"I'm going togiveyou the choice
I never had," quotes Lestat. With
unbelievable actors and blood that
looks so legitimate, you would never
think Tom Cruise would be the evil
vampire, now wouldn't you?
Tbe movie began with Christian
Slater, as Daniel, interviewing Brad
Pitt, who plays Louis. Daniel'sfirst
question to Louis is, "What do you
do for a living?" Louis then an
swers, " I am a Vampire." Daniel
laughs at first because he doesn't
believe there could be such a thing.
Daniel asks Louis about certain su
perstitions, such as the stake through
the heart, and crucifixes, of which
heisactuallyquitefond. Louis then
asks, "Where shall I begin, when I
was bom, like David Copperfield
says, or should I begin when I was
bom to darkness?"
"It all started in the year 1791,1
was 24 then, you were considered a
man back in that time. I had re
cently lost my wife in childbirth..."
I could go on but that would ruin the
entire movie.
The storyline was utterly amaz
ing, similar to the book, though, of
course, in the movies you know
some things will change. For in
stance, Claudia was only five years
old in the book, but in the movie she
looks about twelve years old. Hav
ing Claudia portray a twelve-yearold was much better than having a
five-year-old resemble the part she
played, which would have been im
possible. She fit the part very well.
There are many other Chronicles
to this Anne Rice novel, and by the
way the movie ended, 1 have a feel
ing there will be more added to the
collection by making a sequel, be
cause in the book, Louis bites Daniel
the interviewer, where as in the
movie, Lestat appears from nowhere
and attacks Daniel as he is driving
away. Louis disappears and you
don't knowwhere he went. So in
other words, you are lost.
I recommend this movie and
book, because they have a very good
storyline and it's easy to understand
WHAUYS^OING^N^___
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Managing Editor
The recent CSUSB University
Theatre production of "Lysistrata"
was both a huge critical and box
office success, as it was heralded by
local newspapers, and every show
sold out. (Dne of the reasons for its
success is a solid cast that includes
a very promising
young
thespian
named
Jeremy
Rowley.
"Lysistrata" is
Rowley's fifth cam
pus production and
presents him with a
rather challenging
role as the Athenian
Commissioner
amidst a horde of de
monstratively angry
women, led by the
electrifying lead per
formance of Stephanie Kress as
Lysistrata, and the deliciously sassy
supporting performances of Ahou
Mofid as Calonike and Rebecca
Wollman as Mynhine.
But Rowley did not allow him
self to be intimidated by the strong
performances of his colleagues. In
fact, hisapproach to acting displays
a modest and unselfish style that is
highly unusual fora profession that
is characterized by histrionics.
"I realize that the women in this
play are supposed to bring this
power to the stage," Rowley said.
"The more that I am given through
their strong performances, the easier
it is for me to do my job, and I have
that much more to work with as an
actor. If they are able to truly affect
my performance through their per
formances, then1 see it as a gift and
I am thankful for it."
Rowley also added that the ris
que subject matter of his first per
formance in a Greek play was not
the biggest challenge he faced; the
biggest challenge was trying to find
and maintain the balance between
the logical base in reality and the
absurdity of the comedy that are
both cores of the development of
the plot.
"The process of accepting a ris
que subj^t matter is necessary for
success," he said. "And I have
never found something that has
made me uncomfortable in any of

State Colleee
College Self Storage
^tate
Storaee

"Stuff your stuff in our space"
5 X 10 3 mos./$42
(upstairs)

my roles.'
Besides his most recent role,
which requires him to wear a hy
perbolic phallic symbol and
shoved around while in women's
attire, Rowley has starred in four
other campus productions and has
collected three acting awards given
by the campus drama club. Players
of the Pear Garden. These awards
are voted on by faculty and local
members of the com
munity theater.
Rowley's first
role was a cameo as;
the Bellman in "The!
Wedding Band" inWinter 1993. He won
his first PPG award
for Best Cameo Ac
tor.
Next, was the
musical "Woiking" in
Fall 1993 in which
Rowley played vari
ous roles that earned
him his second PPG award-this
time forBest Actor.
From there, it was on to the role
of Nils Krogstad in Henrik Ibsen's
"A Doll's House" in Winter 1994. =
And, finally, Rowley's most re-.
cent role prior to "Lysistrata" was
Jerry in "Tales of the Lost
Formicans" in Spring 1994-a per
formance that garnered Rowley his:
third PPG award for Best Supportmg Actor.
Rowley's success is the result of
a seed planted only a few years ago
while he was a sophomore at La
Sierra High School in Riverside.
Having grown up as a "television
junkie," Rowley had never been
exposed to theater until Sara
Hughes, his theater instructor at La
Sierra, built his love for theater by
exposing him to it and instilling its
powerful values in him.
"She opened up a whole new
world for me," Rowley said of

see Thespian pagelS

«suBUjnv
Buy any Footlong
aub and get a 2nd
aub of agual or
leaser value FREE
with purchase of
a 32 oz. drink
1050 W, KENDALL DR., SUITE B
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92407
(909) 686-3343

Offer good only
with coupon
expires 7/1/95
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Interview with aThespian

Heather Deeter

That's Entertainment!
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Marking the
return of light
to the world
Devorah Knaff
Faculty Advis^
Most of us think of the end of
December as Christmas time, or
maybe the Chanukah season, or
simply the time to sit down and
make upanother set of New Year's
resolutions.
But while all of these holidays
are at least hundreds of years old,
they are at least partly based on an
even older holiday, the winter
solstice.
The solstice -- which falls on
Dec. 21 or 22 every year -- is both
the first day of winter and the
shortest day of the year.
Traditionally people living in both
the Old and New Worlds have
acknowledged the day with both
solemn thanksgiving and joy
because the solstice marks the
return of light to the world. For
every day in the six months
following the solstice, the days get
a little longer; for each of those
days the darkness and cold are
pushed back a little more.
It's hard to realize, in our era of
electric lights and central heating,
how grateful people must have been
to have a few more minutes of lieht
each evening. But grateful they
were, and they took care to
acknowledge the importance of the
changing of the seasons each
DecembCT.
Christmas, Chanukah and New
Year's Day are all ways of
celebrating that same idea, of
marking the retum of light and
hope to the world. Each holiday
uses different symbols -- divine
goodness in the form of a newborn
child, candles that symbolize alight
that could not be quenched even in
the middle of devastation, a list of
good deeds to be perfonned in the
next 12 months. But each holiday
in its own way haikens back to that
ancient joy people felt when the
earth tipped once more towards the
sun. when the time of reaping and
death was replaced by the time of
sowing and birth.
You'll hear a lot this lime of
year about celebrating in the true
spirit of the season -- giving rather
than receiving, etc. etc. Those
perennial but usually ignored words
of good advice may be easier to
heed if you remember that along
with lighting candles or going to
midnight mass or resolving to get
regular exercise, this is also the
time of the year to welcome light
back into the world and, with it,
hope and joy back into our hearts.

The Chronicle
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Sheryl Mathis
The holidays are arriving soon
and one thing that America has is a
diversity of cultures. Christmas is
celebrated because of the birth of
Christ. Therefore,variousreligions
may choose to celebrate by having
\ a gift exchange with family and
^ friers.
t
Ine myth that has gone on for
years is of a jolly old fellow by the
name of St. Nick, or better known
as Santa Claus. The man in the red
and white outfit flies through theair
- and distributes presents to all the
good boys and girls. Who is St.
Nicholas? Well, if there is an encyf
Ur-r

it
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Holiday Traditions ceiebrated by many
Chronicle staff writer
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clopedia handy, open it up and look
inside under the letter "s," and to
everyone's surprise, listed in bold
letters is St. Nicholas. In short
form, Santa Claus became the de
rivative of St. Nicholas.
There is another story about giv
—o that started in
... ..v^notm
oiiu auing
Holland and
approximately dates back to the 13th
or 14th century. The story startsout
like this: children would place their
wooden shoes outside on the doorstep of their home, and if they were
good boys and girls, a treat would
beplaced inside their wooden shoes,
On the other hand, if they were bad,
a lump ofblack coal would befound
in their wooden shoes.
The above stories are examples

of myths that are well-known in our tional Iranian people celebrate this
country. There are many myths and festive event. The holiday starts
stories about Christmas celebrations with setting up a table with various
in other cultures as well.
items such as one mirrOT placed in
One important celebration is the center of the table that repre
Hanakkah, which starts November sents a new reflection of yourself.
28 and lasts for eight days and eight
Along with the table setting,
nights. This special holiday came there were goldfish in a bowl that
about for Jewish people because of represented life fertility or new life.
various circumstances that took Next were Tulips that symbolize
place back in Biblical history.
spring flowers for that time of year.
The Jews were trying to escape There were sweets placed on the
from persecutiOT from the kings of table that are considered a tradi
Egypt. For forty years, the Jews tional sweet candy called Baklava,
wandered in the desert, until fi a Greek food made by the Pereian
nally, the whole situation was settled peqjie.
and the Jews were led to freedom in
Finally, the very last items on
the landof Jerusalem, which is now the table are objects that have to
on the Israeli/Jordanian border.
represent seven things that begin
The celebration that takes place with the letter F. These items wUl
for eight days and eight nights sig symbolize peace, fertility, andevernifies freedom from slavery. In the lasting h^piness.
temple, the Jews lit a candle that is
However, the celebrating is not
oil and said a prayer, and this candle over yet, because at night, there is a
stayed lit for eight days and eight festive dinner with family and
nights.
friends who will be wearing brand
Because of this event that hap new clothes, under garments, jew
pened, Jewish people have what is elry, and fresh haircuts, and this
called aMenorah every night Tra represents new life.
ditionally, there are nine candlesThe dinner menu for this holi
one center candle is lit on the fust day includes fish and rice: the fish
night of the celebration, plus one symbolizes life from the sea or fer
additional candle for each of the tile life, and the rice is part of the
eight days, untilall nine candles are meal.
lit. Along with the candle symbol, a
There is a gift exchange, which
person receives a gift every night is mostly for kids, and the Iranian
and the children participate in what Popa Noel delivers presents to the
is called Hanakkah Gelt. This is house. Instead of a Christmas tree,
when the kids spin an object called however, he leaves gifts underneath
a Drantle, and when it lands on a the table.
Hebrewname, which symbolizes
There is something really excit
various meanings of the Hebrew ing about this festive holiday; itlasts
Bible, the kids receive money, for two weeks straight because ev
candy, and various gifts. Finally, eryone goes visiting each night to
this special celebration actually has someone else's bouse until they are
nothing to do with Christmas; done celebrating. I would like to
Hanakkah simply stands for a cel give credit where it is due: riianif
ebration of freedom from slavery.
you Mr. Mofid fw recapping the
Every year a special holiday history of how Aid began and spe
called Aid" takes place on March cial thanks to his daughter Goldie
21st fw the Iranian people. Aid Mofid.
translates into the First Day of
If we had a separate issue to
Spring a New Year, which means cover every culture and traditional
when life begins. Even though this holiday celebrated, it would be so
holiday is not considered a reli
exciting for people to learn about
gious event, just about 90% of the other cultures. There would be
Iranian people celebrate the First understanding and respect for all
Day of Spring.
diversity in our country.
According to the factual ver
Please take the time this season
sion, there was abook written 1,100 to lend a helping hand where others
years ago by a poet named Ferdosi are less fortunate than we are. If
who" indicated that the celebration suggestions are needed, call your
wiginated from Jamshid the Shah, local chamber of commerce, and
which means king. Even though they will be able to give out a listing
there are a few different versionson of places that accept donations for
how the festive celebration began, the needy. Also, local churches
the true meaning is that the fust of take donations along with the In
the New Year is equal to the First land Center Mall that displays a
Day of Spring.
tree thathas names of different fami
Upon speaking with Goldie lies that can be helped for the fes
Mofid, who is a student at CSUSB tive holidays. Giving of one's self
and works for the Women's Re towards another individual without
source CentCT, she gave me the true receiving something in return cre
meaning of Aid, and how tradi ates a world of special people.
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Ben Wirick
Chronicle Staff Writer
The air is cooling down, the
leaves are turning colors and falling
off their branches. That's right,
basketball season is almost upon
us. For the Men's basketball pro
gram, with the new season also
comes anew coach in Coach Denny
Aye.
The arrival of Coach Aye also
brings the arrival of a new Coyote
team and a new attitude towards
basketball. "We have a hard-work
ing group of young men that enjoy
playingbasketball together," Coach
Aye said.
Coach Aye stresses attitude to
this Coyote team more than any
thing else. "In the game of basket
ball, people are going to have ups
and downs, and other guys need to
pick it up for the other players."
Although this is Coach Aye's
first year at the helm at CSUSB, this
is not going to be a rebuilding year
for the Coyotes. "This year's team
will be typical of the type of young
men that I will coach every year."

The Coyotes Men's basketball
program is in one of the toughest
Division II leagues in the nation
(with CSU BakersfieldandUC Riv
erside ranked in the top 15 in the
nation almost every year), and yet
Coach Aye thinks that the Coyotes
can at least finish in the top four in
the conference. A fourth place fin
ish in the Conference would make
them eligible for the playoffs.
"A realistic goal for this team, is
to finish in the top four, make the
playoffs, and get a solid tradition
going, which I think this group of
young men is going to do," said
Coach Aye. "This is what our teams
are going to be liice, particularly
attitude wise' and citizenship."
The new Coyote attitude will
also bring with it a new style of
play.
The Coyotes will run when they
can, but they will also know when
to slow it up and play a half court
offense.
The Coyotes will use their three
point shot to open up the inside
game. The team will have a very
balanced offense, with the outside
game opening up the interior.
However, to win, the Coyotes
know that they have to play de

P4rt/^/-(rr>hz5r 7 1QQA

fense. "Like any good team, we
are going to try and play good
defense."
This season starts with a new
tradition for the CSUSB basket
ball program. Coach Aye has
Iwought in some new players. Al
most all of these players have come
from winning programs. "We ex
pect to win," says Aye.

Men's BasketbaU
Results:
New Mexico Highlands 88,
CSUSB82

The 1994-95 men's Coyote basketball team
poses in front of the soon to be completed
5,000 seat Gousoulis Arena.

Western New Mexico 84,
CSUSB 81
CSUSB 94,
Patten College 78
(scores from Westem New
Mexico round robin
tournament Nov. 18-20)
Coyote Record: 1-2

Go out and support
Coyote Attiletics in 1995

Go 'yotes!

Cnvote Rosters
lien's Basketball:

special guests

SUPERSUCKERS * SAMIAM

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 11
SAN BERNADINO ARENA

#03-K. Clifton, jr. G
#04"L. Wiliams, sr. G
#05-0. Johnson, jr. G
#10"E. Thompson, fr. G
#12-C. Turnage, so. G
#13~C. Hyder, jr. C3/F
#22"T. Sanders, jr. G
#23--R. Brown, sr. F
#24"C. Dew, sr. G/F/C
#32" C. Cooke, sr. F
#33-E. Smith, so. G/F
#44-0. Sims, jr. C
#52"J. Holt, jr. C

Women's Basketball:
#11"T. McDonald; so. F
#20"C. Bogh, jr. G
#21-N. Hawkins, fr. G
#22-S. Crockam, fr. F
#30"K. Allison, fr. F/C
#32-S. McGlothlin, jr. G
#33-T. Courseault, jr. G
#34-A. Corey, fr. G
#40~C. Gude, fr. C
#42"M. A. Lott, jr. F
#44-J. Johnson, jr. F
#52-S. Dungo, fr. G

137S.GSL* SAN BERNADINO
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blockbuster music / robinsons ' may / tower

CHARGE LINE: (213) 480-3232
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CSUSB Womens Basketball Team
looks to build on last year's success
Ben Wirick
Chronicle StaffWriter
Hie odd thing about spots is
that if you are successful one year,
people expect you to be successful
every year. Such is the case with
the CSUSB Women's basketball
team. However, this year's Coy
otes are ready to have a season full
ofsuccess.just like last year. "I see
this team as potentially being able
to go the distance," said Coach
Luvina Beckley.
Last year's team finished 29-4
and was the CC AA Conference cochampion. Theirseason also landed
them in the national championship
gameandarunner-up finish toNorth
Dakota State.
If the Coyotes are going to go
the distance, they will have to play
outstanding defense. The Coyotes
pride themselves on their defense.

r

and not letting the opponent score.
'Ttefense is the best offense and, I
strongly believe th^," said Coach
Beckley. The Coyotes will have a
strong, get-in-your-face, man-to
man defense that will hold the op
ponent to under their average scor
ing.
However, as opposed to last
year's Coyotes, this year'sCoyotes
have a dimension to their game that
was not seen in last year's team.
This year's Coyotes are able toscwe
in the half court, as well as in the
transition. "An exciting aspect of
this year's team that we did not
have last year is our shooting capa
bility, especially from our shooting
guaids, and our ability to score in
the half court,'' said Coach Beckley.
Their bench is much improved
over last year's team. "We'll have
our starting five, then we'll have
three, very solid players caning off
the bench," said Coach Beckley.

"When thegirls come off the bench,
they maintain the high level of play.
There is not difference in the level
of play when the bench is in the
game."
With an exceptional defense and
an improved offense, and coming
off an outstanding season last year
the Coyotes might suffer from men
tal let up. They might find them
selves not playing to their potential,
or not playing hard when they are
(XI the court. They mightget lethar
gic or spaced out, expecting teams
to roll over for them because of
their recent success. However,
Coach Beckley said that a mental
let up is not going to h^pen on this
team.
"Every night we go out, and
play IUK it's our last game," said
Coach Beckley. "This year's team
is stronger mentally than last year's
team was."

Women's Basketball Results:
Western New Mexico 64, CSUSB 61
Fresno Pacific 77, CSUSB 73
(scores from Coyote tournament Nov. 18-19; record: 0-2)

ookstore

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO

FonrtH Annual
Christmas Sale
When: Dec. 7th, 1994
Time: 3:00 to 6:00 pm

20% Discount
On all
Purchases

Drawing held for Christmas
Stocking, Black and Decker
Coffeematic and
BadmintonA'blleyball Set
at 4:00 p.m.

(Not Valid on Textbooks, Computer
Hardware, Software & Electronics)

Need not be present to win.
Students, Faculty & Staff only
Due to limited quantities items cannot be held before sale.
Students, Staff and Faculty Only.
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Students prepare for finals weekmania^

Dumb
happens

The Wooden nickel

Beer Wine Food

Games

Pool^^

"Best Burgers in town"
Saturday nite sing-along karaoke

842 Kendall Drive
883-4317
Son Bernardino
The secret's
out!
oWcu)

North Pointe

is the best rental value in the Inland Empire
Can you believe it?!
You can get a 1 bedroom, fully applianced apartment
with vaulted ceiling, fireplace, and FREE Cable TV

for just $400!*
There are 2 pools, 3 spas, a fitness certler,
racquetball court, and so much more at this well-mainUmed
community, you've got to see it for yourself!

Visit today and ask about our special student offer!

1265 Kendall Drive, San Bernardino
(909) 881-3305

•Limited time offer,

This Chrlsmass. Msmas. winter,

call for details.
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CSUSB's International Programs offer students a broader educational perspective
News Services
Special to the Chronicle
The valuable experience of
studying abroad is well worth fight
ing fears of failing in a different
educational system, says Cal State.
San Bernardino student, Gina
Crivelk).
A San Jacinto native, she stud
ied at Bradford University in En
gland during the 1992-93academic
year under the California State
UnivCTsity system's International
Programs. Two more CSUSB stu
dents, Anne-Lise Sveen of Redlands
and Barbara Chandler of Upland,
are studying abroad this year as part
of the program. Sveen is majoring
in French at the University of Paris,
France and Chandler is pursuing
Spanish ^the University of Madrid,
Spain.
An anthropology major,
Crivello recommends attending a
Dec. 1 informational meeting from
2-4 p.m. in the Sycamore Room of
the Lower Commons at Cal State,
San Bernardino tolearn moreabout
International Programs. She says
that most students fears are un
founded.
"You just learn the syst^. I
believe students are the same around
the world. They like to have fun"
and try to do as little as possible to
get good grades, she admits. She
anticipated the English system
would be more difficult and learned
to her surprise that one professor
considered her to be in the top five
percent of her class.
While most courses in &)gland
are year-long and culminate in a
comprehensive exam, Crivello
found that the archaeology courses
were taught in 10-week blockssimi
lar to Cal State, San Bernardino's
quarter system.
"The professors there were re
ally friendly," spending time with
students in thepub between classes.
It was C(xnmon for students and
professors to drink beer together,
she says.
The CSU International Pro
grams airangementpermits CSUSB
students to study ateoad at thesame
costofattendingCalState. "Moneywise it's the same. I received frnandal aid and scholarships, the same
amount of money I would have if I
was here," says the 22-year-old se
nior. Although she worked parttime as a waitress in a French res
taurant she fCHjnd the job did not
suitber. 'They keplme on because
I was American and they liked me.
"Living there was slightly more
expensive, but I talked to students
and found out where the grocery
store and swap meets were, so life
became familiar again."
Crivello stayed in the donns at
the University for her fint three
weeks and then moved intoan ^artment with some Spanish students,
oie of whonj subsequently became

her boyfriend. Since returning to
the U.S., she has traveled three times
to visit him in Spain.
Her ad vice for anyone consider
ing International Programs? "Just
do it. One thing that had held me
back wascoming from asmall town,
small family~Ididn't want to break
away. This is one way I did that.,
and when you come back, every

thing is basically still the same."
Persons interested in pursuing
International Programs are encour
aged to pick up an application and
informal brochures in theLanguage
Media Center in University Hall
Room007. Feb. 1 is the deadline to
apply. More than 300 students in
the CSU are participating this year
in International Programs, which

offers courses in 16countries. One
of Cal State, San Bernardino's pro
gram advisors, Aurora Wolfgang,
would like to see the local interest
increase.
"A lot of programs are in the
English -spe^ng countries and
you don't have to be a language or
literature major to become in
volved,"states the assistant profes

sor of foreign languages. "Thae
are a number of programs in busi
ness, communication, natural sci
ence and engineoing that you can
do abroad."
For more information on Interrtational Programs offered through
the CSU, contact Professor
Wolfgang at (909) 880-5838.

California Graduate institute
Gradaote School of Psychology and Psychoanalysis and MR

Administrative Office
1100 Qlendon Ave., Floor 11
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)208-4240

MA and PhD Programs in Psychology
— and Marriage & Family Therapy

Orange County Fadiity
1122 E. Lincoln Ave. B-200
Orange. CA 92665
(714) 637-5404

CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 9431 OB.
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in California.
In addition to the degree programs, CGI offers the following Certificate Programs:
- TheTreatmentof
Chemical Dependency

- The Treatment of Perpetrators
& Victims of Violence

- Behavioral Medicine

- Psychoanalysis

Classes held In West Los Angeles and Orange (OC)
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T.Mcas,PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
D.PlalcPhD
J.Pacfcer.PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
M.Peck.PhD
L.Supentdn, PhD
K.Kcpp,PhD
S.Harrtt,RtD
D. Piatt PhD
A. Taylor, PhD
D.DIainoftd, MD
S.WIuier.PhD
R.Cruencr.MD
K. Kepp, PhD
D.RowervJD
R. Eksteln. PhD

90(^10330am
1100-200pm
11.'00-200pm
200500pm
200500pm
3300.4:30pm
S004:30pm
500400pm
S00500pm
500400pm

Croup Ptoceas a Technique
Soda! Psychology
Cor)crint Therapy
Cognldve-Bchaviocal Therapy
Psychological Assessment 1
Girxip Process a Technique
Croup Pttxess a Technique
Qlrtlcal Pnctlcum i
Olnlcal Ptacticum IJ
Psychological Assessmsitn

(OC)
R. Phillips, PhD
M. Kariovac, PhD
L. Singer, PhD
L. Singer,PhD
K. Cross, PhD
M.KovervPhD
M. Koverv PhD
L. Weisbender, PhD
L. Singer, PhD

500400pm
500400pm
500400pm
6:30400pm
800-1 lOOpm
6.00-1 LOOpm
800-1100pm
800-1100pm

DlagiwslsaDlrecLIn Adult PsychoptKh.
TactlcsofChangelnFamlly Therapy
Psychological Assessment 111
Croup Process a Technique
Proposal Research I
Psychcpathology a Family Dynamics
OinlcalCaseConfocnceS
P^diopathalogy II

R.Gottn, PhD
(OC)
D.Rowen, JD
L. Sllverloa PhD
M. Koveiv PhD
M. Kariovac, PhD
D. Coopcr4ycam, PhD

R.Coitra,PhD
(OC)
B. Schwartz-Lee, PhD
M. Kovcn. PhD
R. Hunter, PhD
L.Silverton, PhD
J.Mayhall, PhD

(OC)

W. RicUes. MD

(OC)
(OC)
(OC)

(OC)
(OC)

Developmenl d Ihe Person
Schizophrenia a Psychotic States
Croup Process a Technique
Qinlal Hypnosis
Comprehensive Exam Review

D. Rozen, PhD
L Hedges, PhD
D. Fehr, PhD
K. Kanel, E*hD
Core Faculty

8J0-10O0am
lOOO-IOOpm
lOOO-IOC^m
Il00-I230pm
1O0-4 00pm

Group Process a Technique
MET Practlcum I-III
Human Se3ajallty
s
Croup Process a TecEinique
Psv^itdoglcal Assessment 11

D. Fehr. PhD
R. Gollra, PhD
N. Pike, MSW
J. Packer, PhD
S.Harris. PhD

(OC)
(OC)
(OQ
(OQ
(OQ
(OQ

Weekend Special Classes & Seminars
WEST LOS ANGELES
8/2748

Sat 9OC150Opm
Sun 10:00-3:00pm

9/10-11

Sal ]005.'00pm
10/8-9
10/22-23 Sun 9005.'00pm'
10/14-15 Fri 6i»-n.00pm
10/28-29 Sat 9.0(35<)0pm

9/16-17

The Psychopathology ot Romance

D.RoeettPhD
W.Qoke

The Family a Chemical Dependency

K. Kepp. PhD

Olnlcal Assessment, Treatment
Outcomes a Managed Care
Research Methods for MFTs

L Singer. PhD

9/17-16

Sal 9A35:00pm
Sun lt)05<IOpm

9/38-2S

Sat 9:00400pm
Sun 900-200pin

Olnlcal Dedslon Making

L. Silverton, PhD

10/14

Sal 100500pm
Sun 900500pm

1W14

Contemporary Isues In Psyehonaur^
Immutwiogy
Psychotherapy with Victimaa
Perpetrators of Violeitce

T.OIraon.PhD

10/29-30 Sat 100500pm
Sun 9.00500pm
12/34

1W84

Sat 900500pm
Sun 900-^00pm

Professional Skills In Private Practice

18/M

Sat 100500pm
Sun900-200pm

S. Kievoy, E^D

IWIS'K

SaT~400500pm
Sun900-200pm

Eating Dfaordeis: AnOqectRdallons
Parspecllve
Child Abuse Aaaeasment a Reporting

10/1S.I6

Sal 900500pm
Sun 900-200pm

The ProjectiveUse of Molher-artd-Qtlld
Drawings

).Glilaple.PhD

IW22

Sal 1-J0500pm

Natdsslsm ai>d Intimacy

M. Solamotv PhD

1W3243

Sal 90O60(tem
Sun 900-20l)pm

The Paychoanalytlc Understanding of
the Paranoid Process

A. Pansjlatv PhD

18/39-M

Sat 900500pm
Sun900-2.00pm

Psychological Assessment IV: Lab

L SUvortott. PhD

Dnig Use a Abuse

R. Colica, PhD

Assertlvenos In the Olnlcal Setting

L Singer, PhD

11/S4

11/13-13 Sat 100500pm
12/IO-U Sun 900500pm
Fri 600-1 lOOpm
Sal. 900500pm

11/11-12

EL Hunter, PhD

M.KoveitPhD
R.Coitra.PhD
C. Lord, MA
D.Crausman, RiD

M.Ccnon, PhD

•
• ORANGE

(OQ

K. Cross, PhD

J. Delchamps, MD
M.Gcraon, PhD

B

9:00-1ZO0n
1K)04 00pm
5005:30pm
500400piii
5004.00pm

9/17-18

s V Sat 100500pm
Sun900500pm

10/15-16 Sat 100500pm
11/19-30 Sun 900500pm
9/23425 10/2ia23 Frf 6:00-llA>pm
I1/108i20 Sun9a35:0(^m
9/17-18

9/24-25
9/2445
1V14
1W14
11/54
1I/1M3
12/10-11

iMioduclloo to Adiolan PsycEtotltetapy

D. Maybdl, PhD

Psychoihenmy with ttwQtemlcaily
Dependent E'alient

N.Pike, MSW

Sodal Ps^hdogy

S. Harris, PhD
D. Piatt, PhD

10/29-30
11/54
10/29-30
11/54

Sat 100500pm
Sun 9005O^m
Sat 100500pm
Sun 900500pm

Using Meditation a HdlsiicTechniques
In Psychotlwrapy
Forensics Practlcum: Treatment of
victims a Peipetralcrs of VIdcnce

lOA-9
10/22-23
10/8-9
10/22-23

Sal 100500pm
Sun 900500pm

Paychopalhdogy a Psychdhcnpy with
the Perpetntoesof Violence

ILCdln,PhD

Sal 100500pm
Sun 9005.'00pm

Introduction to Behavioni liiledldne

K. MacLeay, PhD

11/12-13
12/10-11
11/19-20
12/3-4

Sat 100500pm
Sun900500pcn

Child Abuse and Dootesilc Videtvx

D.Rowen, JD

Sat 100500pm
Sun 9005:00pm

Introduction lo Mediation and the Basics
In Family Law
Practlcum;0>emicj| Dependertcy
Tieatment

LSaraso.JD

Sal 100500pm
Sun 900500pm

LSaraao,]D

K.K<pp,PhD
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Multicultural Center offers a wide variety of activities
Eric Leocadio

Special to the Chronicle
Since our opening one year
ago last November 1993, the Stu
dent Union Multicultural Cento* has
gone through much growth. We

have sponsored events such as the
Culture Fest, Fashion Show, the
Rainbow Faculty and Staff A^Jreciation Day, and various trips. We
have begun relations with Associ
ated Students Incorporated, faculty,
staff, campus organizations, and our

community. Efforts have begun to
expose people to all backgrounds
and the beauty, complexity, and
diversity of different cultures. We
shall continue to progress in our
efforts.
Many students feel uncOTifort-

able about coming in to the center.
Perhaps they feel that the center is
cmly for a certain "group," or that
they have no need here. Ithasbeen
a misconception of the center since
our opening that we are here only
for the "ethnic" groups.

The
Student
Union
Multicultural Center is a place
where all people can feel welcome.
In our society we have enough
struggles with hidden prejudices.
The center is a place where we are
trying to break down the color lines
and the ignorant stereotypes. We
are a place where people can ex
plore their own histwy and culture/
subculture as well as learn about
others.
We are also a resource and
reference center where students can
be directed to various departments
on campus. The center is not only
here for "ethnic" issues but is very
concerned with serving all theneeds
of all the students.
The center also assists in pro
gramming, coordinating, and sup
porting cultural events. We have a
job/volunteer referral service in
which we maintain a data base of
qualified students and we assist with
job placement.
In order to recognize and ap-

see Multicultural pg. 17

Big Hearts
Can Give
Sheryi Mathis

Chronicle Staff Writer

A date and
VISA
123*^: SBL8 -^1

95 CV
ypws

LT'0

you -warn to be

eti Visa U.S.A. Inc. 199<r

Every year for the past 12 to13
years, there has been a program
called Adopt-A-Family-I^gram.
The big hearts that contribute per
sonal time to help needy families
out in San Bemar^no are our local
city employees.
According toLesFogassy, who
works in the Public Works E)epartment, everyone here at the city feels
that someone out there can use a
helping hand. The Adopt-A-Family-Program provides for 15 to 18
families, which equals to $300.00
per family according to last year's
figures.
There is no government fund
ing provided to the city. Every
thing is donated by the city employ
ees, Red Cross, Salvation Army,
and Catholic Charities. In fact, the
response is so overwhelming for
this program, that peqile start call
ing in September for contributimis
towards the program.
The dates for Adopt-A-Family
are December 1st thru December
22nd, and deliveries are made by
the city employees.

Tis the season
to be giving to
all in need!

The Chronicle
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In response to World Aids
Day, December 1, the visual
arts department displayed a
live exhibit throughout the
course of the day. The event
was in honor of those who
have been made prisoners of
this dreaded killer disease.
The exhibit continues the
commitment that those in the
arts originated with the "Red
Ribbon" campaign.

iiiiiiir

photo by: Brian Laes. managing acStor

I

I

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.'

IR>S DELIVERS EDUCHTION
Multicultural
continued from pg. 17
predate the diversity on our cam
pus,tbeStudentUnionMulticuItural
Center, along with the ASI Cultural
Planning Committee, Student
Union Program Board, and the
Women's Resource and Adult ReEntry Center, sponsored the Sec
ond Annual Culture Fest:
"Kuliatami-O-Rama." There were
a variety of cultural performances
and numerous campus organiza
tions that had the opportunity to
promote, advertise, and/or have
fundraisers.
"Kultatami" is a word created
to be a metaiidior for a common
ground. Coming from the German
wwd "Kultur," meaning "culture,"
and the J^)anese word "Tatami,"
meaning "straw matting," the meta
phor symbolizes our society. Much
like a straw matting is woven and
intertwined together with individual
strands creating a stronger surface,
so do the unique differences of all
individuals in any culture contrib
ute to society.
The
Student
Union
Multicultural Center will be featur
ing "Talk Soup" on Mondays 12-1
pm. in whid) people can have a rap
session on different issues, while
having soup for lunch. We hope
that discussions such as these in a
comfortable environment ca help
to bredc down the stereotypes of
(Moent pet^le. Our goal is to
show that all people are individuals
who have diffoent opinions.
Other events to look forward
tofrom the center are FREE Finals
SiBvival Packs given out Decernba 6-9, an art exhibit on January
26, a Fashion Show on March 2,
various field trips,and monthly recognitiai of different cultures for
CNtain celdnated holidays.

United Parcel Service
is conducting recruitment sessions for

PART-TIME JOBS
[kjxailSoDg) & 0!][io0©(a](2loQg

IjpS offers Students:
$8 PER
Tr on urn IRS ycR
-^luabu WOKK bxt

Appointments are available every Tuesday from
9 a.m. • 11 a.m. in the Career Development Center, UH-329.
Appointments scheduled in person only.
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Thespian cont. from p.9
Hughes. "Since the time I was 16
years old, I knew what I wanted to
do, and I have been very focused on
being an actor."
Rowley has been so focused, in
fact, that he will be graduating in
June 1995, completing a four-year
program in just three years. He is
currently on the dean's list and is

CLASSIFIEDS

December'/, 1994^
exp)ecting to graduate with honors.
And his love for theater continues
to grow as he nears graduation.
"Theater is definitely a special
kind of art form," Rowley said in
reference to the age-old debate over
the artistic validity of theater. "Our
instruments are not a painter's paint
brush or a musician's piano, but
rather our own bodies. Itis this use
of our bodies as an instrument of

artistic expression that makes our
art form so special. And, after get
ting off of a stage, it's therapeutic
and healing; I feel better physi
cally, as well as emotionally."
Rowley's future plans include
auditioning for the February 2-5
student production of "The Actor's
Nightmare," and moving to Los
Angeles to audition for films and
television upon graduation. Given

his strong performance in
"Lysistrata," Rowley's future should
be very teight.

Chronicle classifieds:
They get results!!!

FOR RENT. Rooms available in
lovely 6 bedroom house on
Sheridan Road. Walking
Distance from campus. For
details call (909) 854-3165.
DO YOU HAVE an opinion on
OJ. Simpson case? Call 1-900737-3267 $1.99 per call Must be
18 or parent approval.
CASTLEPARK - $150 per
month Share a room. 1^ utilities
plus 1/3 deposit Call Joe: (909)
422-3906.

SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE!!!
$2000 PER YEAR NOW
AVAILABLE.

AIR FORCE ROTC SCHOLARSHIP ELIGIBILITY:
• MUST MEET MINIMUM AIR FORCE
ROTC STANDARDS
• ANY MAJOR
• FULL TIME STUDENT
• IN GOOD STANDING WITH THE UNIVERSITY

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

CSUSB AIR FORCE ROTC
CAPTAIN ANDREPONT
(909) 880-5440

T

INTERNATIONAL MOVING
We ship almost anywhere. Free
estimate. A-A TRANSFER (909)
335-2628 or 1-800-889-MOVE.
SPEEDY RESEARCH Repwts:
36.00 per page Over 50,000
topics and clippings. Materials
for research assistance only!
6546 Hollywood Blvd., 2nd Floor
Rm. 209 Los Angeles CA 90028
Hours: Mon-Fri 10:30am-6pm
Saturdays, llam-4pm Custom
Research available Visa/MC/
Amex/Fax CALL TODAY!
1-800-356-9001
ENGLISH COMPOSITION
Tutoring by E-Mail. Disabled
English Professor, now
homebound, offers: Proofread
ing, Editing, Revision for:
syntax, grammar and content.
Contact ROSCOEPl(a) aol.com
or (619) 242-9447.
SUSAN'S SECRETARIAL
Service for fast, efficient typing
of college papers. Laser printing.
Reasonable rates. (909)881-2651
ENVIRONMENTALLY
Concerned? Complete line of
home/personal care products.
Environment-friendly company.
No-animal-testing policy. For
brochure send address/S2.(X)
(applied to 1st order) to: DOX
MARKETING 231 E. Alessandro '
Blvd. #A-210 Riverside, CA
92508
NEED HELP researching your
projects or papers. 10,000 data
bas^ available in all disciplines.
(Business, social sciences,
sciences, etc.) Data available
within 1 to 5 days. A former
university instructor (Educational
Research). Jerry Robinswi Ed.
D., Burana Research, (909) 3371484 and fax (909) 337-2874
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A t $8,595, you 'll li ave
plenty of money left for gSLS.
A t 4 4 mpg/city,
ou miekt not need it.

Tk e newest Geo. M e tro,

jrom.

*^8,395.*

JVLetro Coupe gets an E P A est. JVtPG of 4 4 in tke city and 49 on tlie liigliway.
• A warranty covers JM.etro from one end to tke next.
And tkat s witk no deductible. . . zero. . . none wkatsoever.^ •
sy

• Al.etro comes witk first-time kuyer assistance.

•

• G e t t o k n o w t k e n e w e s t G e o . M e f r o . A t y o u r C k ev r o l e t / G e o d e a l e r s . ^

F

W a n t t o k n o w m o r e ? G i v e u s a c a l l . 1 - S O O - G et - 2 - Kn o .
G £ J - T o KN O W

ixx e t: r o
*$8,69S

M.S.K.P. of M-rlrO t..S»

«» stown. M„5 R.i? imliaiM tlralct pivp •

ck^rgt las, Iken^e and uptiuoaf r^ipraent addkiooal. fSee >^r deaUf lor ttrrms ol ik» kmued warranty
d <tadem*flu ai>4 Mtrtfo »» » trademark qf tke GM
^1994 C.^ Corp. All Rigkta iGsefVfd. * Bocktc siw Anwrusl W

..'.R

Did you know:

• Only one in one hundred galaxies has a
supernova event that would support life?
• Only one in one thousand stars has a mass
that would support a life-bearing planet?
*

.<•

• Only one in one thousand planets is the
appropriate distance from their stars to
support life?
In fact, according to astrophysicist Dr. Hugh Ross, there is less
than one chance in a quintillion (a one with 18 zeroes after it, or
1,000,000,000,000,000,000) that a life-supporting planet should
be found anywhere in the universe.
We believe that life is not by chance, but by divine design. In this
holiday season, we invite you to consider one star: the Star of
Bethlehem, and the Savior to which it pointed: Jesus Christ.

g
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Dr. Joesph Chavez
Mathematics

Jim EUer
Communication Studies

Steve Christensen

Dwan Ford

Major Gifts

Academic Scheduling

Dr. Mark T. Clark

Denise Frazier
Student Union

National Security
Studies

De'Nean Coleman-Carev

Randy Harrell
Student Services

Parking Services

Cherrlyn EUer
Management

Dr. Jeff McNair
Advanced Studies

Vincent Montgomery
Taft Newman

Jim Daniels

Bookstore

Sam Romero

Mathematics

WorkAbility IV
Career Development
Center

Carol Dunlap

Dee Matthews

Outreach

Patricia Rodgers-Gordon

Robert Delgado

Dr. Tom Rivera
Undergraduate Studies

Glenda Gordon

The Learning Center
Academic Programs and
Services, CVC

Brad Lemonds
Communication Studies

Lil Haskill

Educational Opportunity
Program

Ray Navarro
Academic Services &,
Testing

Dr. Theron Pace

Public Affairs

Katherine Santana
Health Center

Tamara Grullon Sehi
WorkAbility IV

Norm Slosted
Housing

Greg Thomson
Student Union

Jay Wampler

Academic Programs

Services to Students with
Disabilities

Beverly Johnston

Denise Gipson-Perry

Dr. Dudley Wiest

Technical Services

Advanced Studies

Alumni Affairs

Public Affairs

